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Clarification re: Performance-based Compensation Systems
per HB153, RttT LEA Implications
n Performance-based compensation per the
HB153 cannot be implemented until after full
implementation of OTES & OPES or an
educator evaluation system aligned to the
state and federal criteria (educator
effectiveness ratings must be collected, see
Section 3317.141 of the Revised Code). 

n Per the discretion of the RttT LEA, engaging
in the performance-based compensation
work involves partnering with ODE to
explore, study, review, design and implement
performance-based compensation models
after fully implementing OTES & OPES OR
an educator evaluation systems aligned to
the state and federal criteria on or before
2013–2014.

n Please see the State Scope of Work
document on the RttT webpage that outlines
the Performance-based Compensation work for Interested RttT LEAs.

n RttT districts do not have to implement performance-based compensation if it
is not in the LEA approved scope of work. Although RttT LEAs are
encouraged to engage in the work, it is not a requirement if it is not in the
LEA approved scope of work.

RttT districts that have a component or a few components of performance-based
compensation in their approved scopes of work and NOT the entire performance-
based compensation framework per HB153, should move forward with what is
outlined in their approved scopes of work. Per the discretion of the RttT LEA,
engaging in the performance-based compensation work involves partnering with
ODE to explore, study, review, design and implement performance-based
compensation models after fully implementing OTES & OPES OR an educator
evaluation systems aligned to the state and federal criteria on or before
2013–2014.

n Yes, it is our interpretation that after 2013–2014, RttT districts must comply
with 3317.141, performance-based compensation, if they have not already
done so (e.g. Interested RttT LEAs partnering with ODE during Years 2–4 of
RttT will have designed and implemented a performance-based
compensation system in 2013–2014). 
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Targeted Professional
Development Revised
Standards and Model
Curricula

A number of workshops have been
scheduled to help Ohio Educators
understand Ohio’s revised standards
and model curriculum in the areas of:
English Language Arts, mathematics,
science, and social studies. 

Focus 1: Standards & Model 
Curriculum:
October – December 2011

Focus 2: Curriculum Revision:
January – May 2012

Educators should plan to take one
workshop session in each of the
subject areas they teach during
October – December and January –
May. (Example – an elementary
teacher who teaches all four subjects
will take four workshops during Focus
1 and four workshops during Focus 2.
A high school teacher will take one
workshop during Focus 1 and one
during Focus 2).

Facilitators for the meetings have been
trained by content specialists at ODE.
Contact hours will be awarded for
attendance.

Registration information:

Please register for workshops in your
area through STARS under Targeted
Professional Development.

Participants should download training
materials from the ODE website by
searching keywords: Academic
Content Standards, then choosing the
content area from the left menu. From
the content area page, select Targeted
Professional Development Materials.

For more information about registering,
contact lisa.simpson@ode.state.oh.us

Formative Instructional Practices (FIP) 
Your School Ohio

Regional Information Sessions Begin in January

What is FIP Your School Ohio? 

Powered by Race to the Top, Formative Instructional Practices (FIP) Your
School Ohio provides professional development resources that support Race
to the Top Application Area C3, Personalize Learning through Formative
Instruction, and align with Ohio’s Professional Development Standards. 

Why FIP? 

The research is clear: using high-impact formative instructional practices
can translate to significant gains in student achievement.

Why FIP Your School? 

To truly see the difference that formative instructional practices can have on
student learning, these practices need to be embraced as part of a school’s
culture—where teachers, principals, students, and parents all understand the
importance of formative instructional practices and use these practices to
guide student learning. Therefore, FIP Your School is designed as a school-
wide professional development initiative. Formative Instructional Practices
Specialists (FIP Specialists) will assist with planning for school-wide
implementation, training of local facilitators and supporting professional
learning communities.

Get Involved with FIP Your School Ohio 

LEAs participating in FIP Your School Ohio will be part of a statewide system
of support designed to transform teaching and learning through formative
instructional practices. Each region has FIP Specialists dedicated to training
local facilitators and helping teachers and administrators learn about, practice
and implement formative instructional practices. Online learning modules,
developed by Battelle for Kids, will lead teacher teams in learning about FIP
and planning to use formative instruction as they transition to Ohio’s new and
revised standards. 

Regional FIP Your School Information Sessions Begin in January and
Continue through the Spring.

Leaders are encouraged to attend an information session to learn how their
LEA can join FIP Your School Ohio and the resources available to
participating LEAs. 

Dates, locations, and registration for the informational meetings are
available in STARS (Keywords: FIP, formative) or by visiting
www.FIPYourSchoolOhio.org. 

For more information about becoming a FIP School or to contact your
region’s FIP Specialist, visit www.FIPYourSchoolOhio.org or e-mail
FIPOhio@ode.state.oh.us.

RttT Workshops, Webinars and Trainings

(continued on p. 3)
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Year 2 Webinar Series – Presented by
Battelle for Kids and Ohio RttT

January 18, 2012–Getting Ready for Teacher-level VA
Reports: What every administrator needs to know

An additional 30% of reading and math teachers in
grades 4-8 are expected to receive value-added reports
in September, 2012. This webinar is designed to help
administrators become better informed about what the
process for creating reports entails and what you and
your staff should understand about teacher-level value-
added reporting.

April 18, 2012–The Genie is out of the Bottle: Important
considerations and suggestions for building leaders
about how best to leverage teacher-level value-added
reports

Teacher-level value-added reporting introduces a new
dimension to our understanding of teacher quality. These
reports provide valuable information that, if handled well,
can be used strategically to advance your school
improvement efforts. Of equal importance is that the
delivery of such reports is sure to have an impact on
various aspects of your school’s culture. Join this webinar
to increase your awareness about wise uses for these
reports.

Don’t Forget: Recorded Webinars Available Online

The three (3) webinars offered this fall and the four (4)
value-added webinars that were offered in June 2011 by
Battelle for Kids are available online.

Webinar topics include:

November 16, 2011–Matrix of Achievement and
Progress (MAAP): What is this tool? Where do I access
it? How can I use it for school improvement?

A new interactive tool has been introduced for all Ohio
educators to quickly help you determine the relative
strengths that exist across the district by schools, grades
and subjects where Ohio value-added information is
available. 

October 26, 2011–Value-Added & the OIP: What’s new
and how they fit together

Value-added information is an important source of data
that is now part the OIP process and has been integrated
into the Decision Framework. 

September 15, 2011–What Every School Leader Needs
to Know About Teacher-Level Value-Added Reports

• Part 1: What Every
School Leader Needs
to Know About
Teacher-Level Value-
Added Reports (23:00) 

• Part 2: Accessing and
Interpreting Teacher-
Level Value-Added
Reports (22:22) 

• Part 3: Implications
and Cautions (13:07)

• Part 4: How to
Communicate with Your
Staff (22:22) 

June 7, 2011–Value-Added: Then, Now and in the Future

Ohio’s value-added system has matured over the last five
years, and with the advent of RttT and other reform
efforts, more changes are in store. Webinar participants
can learn more about this system.

June 9, 2011–Link Before You Leap

One of the necessary steps to providing reliable
measures of student growth is to ensure that they are
appropriately attributed to teachers. Battelle for Kids has
developed a verification process to ensure teacher-level
value-added reports are accurate. 

June 21, 2011–Building Capacity Using Value-Added in
School Improvement

In the past, value-added training has centered on helping
educators understand the value-added metric. Recently,
more emphasis has been placed on the unique value that
value-added has, along with other measures, to inform
school improvement efforts. 

June 23, 2011–Implications of Teacher-Level Value-
Added Data

Over the last five years, BFK has gathered teacher and
administrator perceptions and ideas about how to
successfully introduce and use teacher-level value-added
reports in schools. 

These webinars can be accessed through this link:

http://portal.battelleforkids.org/ohio/Race_to_the_Top/rttto
p_value-added_resources/value-
added_webinars.html?sflang=en

(continued on p. 4)



Southeast Region

Race to the Top and
Effective Teaming

Wellston City School 
District:  Instructional Rounds 
During the fall of 2010, the Wellston City Schools DLT
(District Leadership Team) began exploring the idea of
monitoring tools that would be helpful in identifying if the
professional development provided by the district was
effective, or if it needed to be re-examined. During this
exploration, Dr. Jim Salzman, Executive Director of the
Stevens Literacy Center at Ohio University, presented a
process called the Instructional Rounds to the DLT. Shortly
after his presentation, the team decided to move forward
with further training on the Instructional Rounds process.

During the training, Dr. Salzman led the DLT members
through a book study as well as on-site training. The
team learned the Instructional Rounds process is based
on the medical rounds practice used in medical school or
teaching hospitals. Before piloting, the team spent nearly
six months learning the process and practicing

observation skills. The key components of Instructional
Rounds are the following: Identifying a problem of
practice, completing an observation as a team, meeting
to report out the observations, discussing the findings of
the observations, giving feedback to the staff concerning
the observations, and identifying next steps for the
district when planning for professional development. 

In the spring of 2011, the Wellston City Schools DLT
members did the first rounds process using the problem of
practice: Student Engagement. During the observations,
eight teachers were observed for 20 minutes each. These
teachers volunteered to allow the DLT to observe in their
classrooms. Then, the DLT members met to report out
their findings and discuss next steps. 

This first run through of the rounds process was a
learning experience for both the observers and
participants. The staff was given timely feedback and the
process seemed to be accepted by the school
community. The next rounds process will take place in
November of 2011. 

The second run through took place on November 17,
2011. Again, the process was used as a learning process
for both observers and participants. The District
Leadership Team will continue to build capacity during
the 2011-2012 school year. 

p. 4

A Sample of Ohio’s Transformation Efforts

RttT
Southeast 
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Coordinator 
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(continued on p. 5

Application Area B Reporting

As you transition to the new standards and
assessments, one of your Application Area B
commitments includes providing opportunities for
teachers and administrators to participate in
professional development on the new academic
standards. Over this next year and in the subsequent
years, please track and document the professional
development for which your teachers and
administrators have been involved, and the number
of teachers and administrators who have participate
in district and state-led professional development on
the standards and assessments. This information
should be included in the annual report you submit
every year. 

See Value-Added Learning Sessions after page 8
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Southwest Region

One School - Three 
Excellent Report Cards

The RttT Grant provided an
opportunity for the Milford Exempted Village School
District to streamline and coordinate our multiple
leadership and decision-making committees within the
district. When we formed our District Leadership Team
(the name we have given our RttT Transformation Team),
we realized there was the potential for a communication
gap between that district team and the eight Building
Leadership Teams because of the breadth of work
involved in the three assurance areas of standards and
assessments, great teachers and leaders, and using data
to improve instruction. After working with the Milford
Education Association, the District decided to form an
Elementary and a Secondary Leadership Team. These
teams facilitate the communication between the District
Leadership Team and all eight Building Leadership
Teams, as well as ensuring there is representation from
all buildings in decision-making.

The Elementary Leadership Team (ELT) consists of each
elementary administrator and a primary and intermediate
teacher from each building. Also included are two school
psychologists and two special education teachers. The
Secondary Leadership Team (SLT) includes the Junior
High and High School principals, the department chairs
from the English, math, science, social studies and special
education departments, one school psychologist, and one
representative each from the grades 7-12 business,
physical education, guidance, and fine arts departments.

The ELT monitors Aimsweb data, short cycle assessment
results, learning walk data, progress toward AYP targets,
and consistency of the RTI program. The SLT monitors
college-readiness data, AP participation, instructional
strategies, progress toward AYP targets, and learning walk
data. Both leadership teams set and evaluate the district’s
professional development plans. Subcommittees of the
leadership teams are formed periodically to handle
curriculum revisions, Partners-in-Education programming,
field trip committees, and Right-to-Read Week programs.
The District Leadership Team sets targets and goals for the
ELT and SLT to work on and to monitor. The ELT and SLT
then set goals and targets for the building leadership teams.

The Elementary and Secondary Leadership Teams have
helped us create a system that ensures communication and
alignment for our goal-setting and action plans, as well as
allowing us to maintain consistency in all of our buildings. 

Northwest Region

Oregon City School’s
Race to the Top Vision

Armed with a vision for
bringing a 21st century education to our students and
their families, Oregon City Schools pursued and won
federal funding through the Race to the Top education
reform initiative last year. Now in year two, we are hard
at work to make that vision a reality.

Race to the Top (RttT) activities encompass several
different areas related to teaching and learning. The
district has an RttT Transformation Team that meets each
month to monitor our progress in three key grant areas:
standards and assessments, using data to improve
instruction, and great teachers and leaders. Members of
the team include teachers Angela Cooney and Terri
Hook, high school counselor Julie Felder, Starr
Elementary School Principal Jennifer Conkle, Director of
Academic Assessment Lu Lane, and Director of Teaching
and Learning Dawn Henry.

As part of our work in standards and assessments,
Kindergarten through grade 12 teachers compared the
new Common Core State Standards in English/Language
Arts and Mathematics, as well as the newly-revised
Social Studies and Science state standards to the
current Ohio Academic Content Standards during seven
days of in-service training in September and October.
The new, more rigorous standards are designed to
ensure our students are college or career ready with 21st
century skills when they graduate. We will begin our
standards adoption and materials review second
semester. Our current kindergarten students will be the
first third grade students to take new assessments based
on these standards in 2014-2015.

All of our teachers are also learning new ways to use
assessment information to adapt their instruction to meet
student needs. Formative assessment practices help
teachers find out what students currently know in relation
to what they need to know when instruction is done. All of
our scheduled two-hour delay and Election Day in-
services for the next three years are devoted to this
critical instructional practice.

This fall, the District Leadership Team established a
district Data Team to help the district look at data. The
Data Team’s mission is to create a universal, user-
friendly tool for analyzing student data to improve
instruction. When teachers use a systematic approach to
reviewing student assessment information, they get a

RttT
Northwest 
Regional
Coordinator 
Laura
Keller

(continued on p. 6
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clearer picture of where students are in acquiring skills
and where they need to go. They are also able to ensure
students experience appropriate positive educational
growth from one year to the next.

Knowing that great teachers and leaders are essential for
student success, teachers and administrators from
across the district have been developing a new,
comprehensive teacher and principal evaluation system
aligned to Ohio’s Standards for the Teaching Profession.
According to the Scope of Work outlined in our RttT
grant, this evaluation process will be fully implemented in
the 2014-2015 school year. A new teacher residency
program is also in its initial stages. This program enables
mentor teachers to share their wealth of knowledge and
experience with novice educators in a supportive and
challenging environment.

All of this activity requires a good deal of coordination,
support, and money. The RttT grant funds substitute
teachers so staff can meet to do this important work. It
also allows us to purchase training materials, as well. In
addition to the funding, the Ohio RttT through North
Central ESC has assigned RttT Regional Specialist
Ralph Moore and RttT Regional Coordinator Laura Keller
to help the district fulfill our grant assurances, and more
importantly, realize our vision. If you have any questions
about the RttT grant or any of the many activities
underneath its large umbrella, please call Dawn Henry at
419.698.6000 or email her at dhenry@oregoncs.org.

Northeast Ohio 

Inquiring Minds know
Science Matters 

Funded by Partners in Science
This project was created to transition students to the new
standards in Science by implementing experiments into
the existing physical science curriculum. The state is
stressing an increased emphasis on true inquiry. The
goal of this grant is for students to create inquiry based
experiments of their own. They will explore the concept
deeper and make their own connections enabling
students to demonstrate and apply scientific knowledge. 

The experiments will be integrated into the existing
Physical Science unit on Force and Motion. Children will
explore matter; it’s different states and properties,
including a discussion on the properties of heat. Heat and
other forms of energy will be new topics in the new core
standards in third grade. Since the transition to the new

standards will happen the following year, it would be easy
to incorporate this concept into the existing curriculum. 

An example of a lesson which will assist the students in
using inquiry strategies in the exploration of the concept
of heat would be from Aims called “Why Be A Hot Head?”
In this experiment students will be required to explore the
types of hats which give them the best protection from
the sun. An initial discussion of the types of hats worn in
the sun as well as a collection of those same items would
set the stage for the inquiry. Please note that this lesson
would be best implemented in the warmer months of the
school year. First students would record the temperature
on the thermometer they are given. Then they would
measure their temperatures with their hats on by placing
a thermometer on their heads, then putting their hats on
top of them and standing in the sun for ten minutes. They
would then record their data, subtracting to find the
difference. Students would create a bar graph of the data
and then analyze their results. 

This same investigation could be modified as it relates to
the colder months of winter. Which hat keeps us the
warmest? Again, they would record the starting
temperature, then place the thermometers on their
heads, put their winter hat on and stand outside for 10
minutes. They would come in and record the
temperature. After analyzing the results, the next day
they could bring in different materials to add to their hats
(anything they want). Each child would make a prediction
and repeat the experiment. We would then share our
data and results and draw conclusions. By changing the
materials/variables students can apply what they have
learned in a true inquiry fashion.

This type of inquiry throughout the year would be
beneficial for students because they would be analyzing
their own experiments. They would look at their variables,
make connections to their data, develop questions of their
own that need to be answered, look for consistencies and
inconsistencies, and draw conclusions that answer their
initial question. Students will usually generate more
questions than answers that is why it is so important for
the teacher to be observant and ask questions as they are
working. This keeps the groups focused and on track. 

Our district is currently working on Common Formative
Assessments. An important component of inquiry based
learning is that it has real application. Using an inter-
disciplinary method in relationship to the investigation
described above would be the incorporation of those
mathematical skills and vocabulary into the analysis
component of the lesson. An interdisciplinary approach is
important for schools involved with the Race to the Top
criteria as it does not isolate skills and would assist in
application to real life inquiries. The end goal is for students

(continued on p. 7)
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to be able to collect, organize, create, and draw conclusions
from their data. This process would be repeated throughout
the year within all the inquiry based lessons. 

If you would like more details of the grant and experiments
please email me at NowakS@Mentorschools.org.

By: Stephanie Nowak
Third Grade Teacher Rice Elementary
Mentor Exempted Village Schools

Urban Ohio

Dayton Public Schools
is “Racing to the Top”
As They Fast ForWord!

Fast ForWord is a web based reading intervention
program that if used correctly can move a child up one
reading grade level within 6 weeks. The Dayton Public
Schools (DPS) Race To the Top Team purchased this
program to address their K-8 Reading intervention
needs. In an effort to support the academic plan of all
children reading on grade level by 3rd grade and making
sure all students are ready for high school they are
targeting grades 2, 3, 7, and 8. Although these are the
district’s targeted grades, they also have given Principals
the authority to use this intervention with other students
who are currently below their grade level in reading. 

During the week of October 17th more than 100 teachers
and Principals received introductory training on the
program. Below are the details of this training. In order to
make sure the program is implemented with fidelity,
Dayton has several support systems in place. The
company is providing two implementation coordinators to
follow up with teachers and Principals who need extra
assistance. They have several on-site follow up sessions
provided by the company throughout the year. During the
week of November 28th they will bring all school Fast
ForWord Leadership teams together again for data
analysis and reporting training. It is their goal that by
December all schools will be up and running using this
program with fidelity the way it is designed. 

At this point DPS is still trouble shooting and assisting
some schools with scheduling, computer support and
data room support. All buildings are expected to post
their Fast ForWord Data weekly to keep track of student
usage and progress. The Principals were provided with
training on the weekly report they will receive on 11/09.

During this training the Principals were excited about this
program and anxious to continue with the
implementation. In the November 10 Transformation
Team meeting, the team had their Teacher of the Year,
Deidre Neto, who is an inspiring K-4 Intervention
Specialist, present how Fast ForWord is being
implemented in her building and the team discussed if
the program is in fact being used with fidelity in the
district. Team members were willing to ask the hard
questions which they will pose to the district and building
leadership teams for definitive answers to maintain
“forward” momentum.

Saturdays and Columbus City Schools

As Urban Regional Coordinator for Ohio, I am fortunate
to have Greg VanHorn on the team as one of the RttT
Urban Regional Specialists who works directly with
Columbus City Schools. He was able to report on the
following when he visited CCS on a Saturday! 

School and Saturday are words not normally combined
nor associated in our educational realm, yet Columbus
City School’s Northgate Center was a hub of bustle and
excitement on Saturday, December 3. Numerous
professional development activities were being
conducted throughout the former elementary school that
for years has housed training space for teachers,
administrators and community members.

One of the many sessions that took place on Saturday
involved 50 K-2 teachers coming together to discuss and
exchange best practices with the Math Numeracy Board
program that Columbus City Schools is utilizing in
gaining increased student growth and achievement for
our early elementary students.

Columbus and other districts throughout the state, continue
to utilize educational research in finding better ways to
teach math. In this case, 20 minutes per day are dedicated
in teaching students math number sense and how to
analyze what they learn. Teachers and students are
establishing a firm understanding of numbers, how they
inter-relate, and most importantly why they do! Devoting
this daily message is solidifying our children’s mathematics
foundation, which will allow them to grasp more difficult
content at a much earlier age. The program correlates
highly to what other districts are discovering and
implementing. The Numeracy Board program emphasizes
the increased rigor and relevance of the state and national
core curriculum and helps students better understand
number relationships, practical use of mathematics, and
problem-solving on a cross-curricular scale.

(continued on p. 8)
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This particular session was facilitated by Columbus
teachers and supervisors that work on bringing teachers
together to discuss the nuances of delivery to students,
provide resources for use with kids, and exchange “best
practices” in the implementation of the program. The 20
minutes per day is devoted to group work in exploring
and making sense of numbers. A variety of unique tools
are used including items such as number bond and
picture bond flashcards, decomposing bracelets and
mats, “rekenreks” (a homemade manipulative composed
of pipe cleaners, beads, a manila folder, and tape), and
“Math Talk” picture cards, to name a few. All of these
math tools are at the disposal of students to utilize in
getting to the real sense of what numbers are and how
they work. 

The most important part of the whole process is still the
teacher and their relationship with students. The teacher
serves as both leader and facilitator in helping students
understand; through questioning and challenging their
thought process. Students must continually prove their
comprehension by sharing and showing their work. By
consistently dedicating 20 minutes per day in the
development of math number sense and data analysis,
Columbus City School students will have a much firmer
foundation for math than previous generations of
students. This is occurring due to teachers,
administrators, and community working together to find
the best possible teaching methods through research
and collaboration. 

Central Ohio

Looking for a Great
Progress Monitoring
Tool?

Look to Canal Winchester for a Cool Tool!
We know that RttT districts are searching for easy and
effective ways of using Progress Monitoring not just for
compliance, but for guiding and tracking RttT work. We
love to share ways our RttT districts are creating ways of
doing the work that reduce duplication and connect the
pieces and parts of the work.

Canal Winchester, under the leadership of
Superintendent Kim Miller-Smith, Race to the Top Lead
Jamie King and their dynamic Transformation Team, has
developed a comprehensive Progress Monitoring Tool
that is a best-in-class effort in producing a usable format
and easy and efficient documentation.

The Monitoring Tool is tabbed at the bottom for each
application area so that each sub-committee of the
Transformation Team can submit the sheet each month
to be copied and pasted for time efficiency. Having each
month on the monitoring document allows for both
monthly and cumulative progress monitoring that is easy
to input and track progress.

Canal Winchester’s website also contains a
comprehensive look at the reporting and communication
requirements through its “Race to the Top Happenings.”
Chock full of information about meetings, assurance area
progress, professional development, and who’s who in
doing the work, this communication device touches all of
the bases of good communication and recording the
progress. Each month the document is uploaded to the
Collaboration Center with the new information included.
No fuss, no muss!

If you are having a struggle developing ways to track
progress and are looking for a wonderful tool for
informing the work of assurance area teams, look no
more! For more information about the newsletter, please
contact Jamie King at jking@canalwin.k12.oh.us or call
the district office at 614 873-4533. 

RttT Central 
Regional
Coordinator 
Scott
Spears



Attend the half-day learning session in your region, offered through RttT, to hear firsthand about 
the implications for you and your teachers around teacher-level value-added reports. These 
regional meetings are designed to prepare building leaders to successfully shepherd the process 
of receiving teacher-level value-added reports. You will learn about the three critical phases in 
this process.

Phase I—Linkage
The linkage process is a necessary step for teacher-level reporting because it provides:

	n	Reliability—Getting the data right.
	n	Transparency—Teachers are involved in the process.
 
Phase II—Verification
This process of verification and attribution is conducted in conjunction with teachers 
and involves:

	n	Establishing a roster of students taught through the year
	n	Indicating the mobility of students in and out of the classroom
	n	Reporting the percent of instruction a teacher has for a given student for a given 

  tested subject
 
Phase III—Data Use
The final part of the process is interpreting, understanding and using the data.

	n	What teacher-level value-added reports tell you
	n	What you can expect when your teachers receive their reports
	n	How to access teacher-level reports and how to discuss the information wisely
 	n	How to use teacher-level value-added reports for school improvement purposes.

WHO:     Ohio RttT Principals

WHAT:   Regional half-day training sessions

WHY:      To learn how to prepare staff members for teacher-level 
 value-added reports

RttT
Achieve
Graduate
Succeed

What Every Principal Needs to Know About 
Teacher-Level Value-Added Reports 

Half-Day Learning Sessions: Late January – Mid-February 2012

1

PLUS—Learn about how to 
get involved in FIP Your School, 
a movement powered by RttT, 

which provides insight, resources 
and support around how teachers 

and leaders can use formative 
instructional practices to 

increase student achievement!



WHEN/WHERE

CENTRAL: JAnUARY 31 & FEbRUARY 16
bMI Federal Credit Union
6165 Emerald Parkway
Dublin, OH 43016
(614) 707-4000

Click here for Directions.
 

NORTHEAST:  JAnUARY 26 & FEbRUARY 14    
Educational Service Center of Cuyahoga County
Harry E. Eastridge Professional Development Center
5700b West Canal Road
Valley View, OH 44125
(216) 524-3000

Click here for Directions

SOUTHEAST:  JAnUARY 25 & FEbRUARY 2    
Ohio University Zanesville/
Zane State College Campus Center
1425 newark Rd.
Zanesville, Ohio 43701
(740) 453-0762

Click here for Directions

2
QUESTIONS?
Contact the battelle for Kids support desk at support@battelleforkids.org.

HALF-DAY LEARNING SESSIONS

CENTRAL: FEbRUARY 1 & FEbRUARY 7    
Educational Service Center of Central Ohio
2080 Citygate Drive
Columbus, OH 43219
(614) 445-3750

Click here for Directions

 
NORTHWEST:  JAnUARY 24 & FEbRUARY 9    

Conference Center at Lucas County ESC
2275 Collingwood blvd
Toledo, OH 43620
(419) 245-4150

Click here for Directions

SOUTHWEST:  FEbRUARY 8 & FEbRUARY 15    
butler County ESC
400 n Erie blvd
Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 887-3710

Click here for Directions

Please register by January 18, 2012 in STARS for one of these important training sessions 
(Use the Search feature to find the learning sessions more easily).

http://www.bmifcu.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=68&Itemid=188#Dublin
http://esc-cc.org/public/pd/professional_development_center.cfm
http://www.zanesville.ohiou.edu
http://www.escofcentralohio.org/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.lucas.k12.oh.us/index.php?section=15
http://www.bcesc.org

